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The family farm "Peteh" is placed in Rovinj, Moncierlongo bb (road
Rovinj-Rovinjsko selo). In our fields, we are engaged in the production
of seasonal vegetables and fruits.
The restored olive grove stretches along the south-western slope of the
Monte Cavalle hill, along which we raise new plantations from year to
year, exclusively of autochthonous olive varieties. Olives are grown
organically without the use of pesticides and fertilizers. The fruits are
picked by hand, in early October and processed the same day. We
produce three ecological extra virgin olive oils "Monte Cavalle", namely
two varieties of Buža and Rošinjol and a blend of Buža, Rošinjola and
Karbonaca, in packages of 250 and 500 ml. The oils are of top quality,
as evidenced by the numerous medals won in recent years. We opted
for three oils because we believe that we have enabled the application
of our oils on/with all dishes, from mild Buža through a medium blend
of Buža, Rošinjol and Carbonaca to bitter and spicy Rošinjol.
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The Agroturizam Ograde estate is located in the heart of Istria, in the
village of Lindarski Katun, near Žminj, in the area of the town of Pazin.
Our property is located on the edge of the village in an area of 18,000
m2. In the past, the entire estate was surrounded by a shepherd's dry
stone wall – a fence, and shepherds have always called it "Fences". We
have kept that name to this day.
Our greatest loves are animals, nature and agriculture. Share that love
with us and be our guests. The greatest pride of our household are
horses, but we pay the same attention to our ducks and geese,
chickens, pigeons, dogs and cats. Since we produce various types of
products traditionally and naturally for the needs of our household, we
decided to offer these somewhat forgotten 'old flavours' in a suitable
ambience: in a stone tavern – by the fireplace.
We have designed new activities for all who want to experience pasta
workshops and the making of sweets "Pazinski cukerančić" (on the list
of the intangible cultural heritage of the RH), cooking traditional dishes,
preparing fruits and vegetables for the winter, spinning wool and
knitting baskets.
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